What We Expect From LRC Users

* Log in and out of LRC TutorTrac
* Bring your textbooks and notes
* Attempt problems on your own
* Speak up when you need help
* Be considerate of others around you
* Have your student ID ready when checking out materials
* Be aware of tutoring hours
* Take phone calls outside

Please understand that LRC Tutors will not complete assignments or exams for you.
What To Expect From LRC Staff

* Greet everyone with a friendly face
* Wear name tag and have tutor profile on board
* Be approachable, friendly, patient, and resourceful
* Keep LRC quiet and clean
* Refer you to tutoring schedules and other tutors when needed
* Connect students with others working on same material
* Attempt all problems within our disciplines

Please understand that LRC Tutors are students too, and are only available as scheduled.